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FLOCK TO MARION NEWSLETTER NO. 14. 19 JANUARY 2022

Dear Flock to Marion passengers,
We are excited to announce the release of the Firefinch Birding App, developed by none other than the
legendary Faansie Peacock. Revolutionising birding apps as we know them, Faansie and the Firefinch
team have released their 'Flock to Marion' version for FREE download on both Google Play and Apple
stores and just in time for our once-in-a-lifetime voyage. This version includes ALL southern African
seabird species as well as those we expect to encounter around the Prince Edward Islands. It is an
essential resource for our voyage providing excellent annotated illustrations of all species we hope to
encounter, recordings, and a listing function to keep a record of your sightings.
With only 5 days left until we set sail for the Southern Ocean, we’d recommend downloading and trying
out Firefinch now, to get your petrels, prions and penguins (and seabirds that don’t start with a “P”) in a
row. It is a fairly large download, so it’s best to do it now, rather than on the ship’s WiFi.
For more information and a sneak peek at this exciting app, please watch the YouTube advert
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlW-hemitHk.
Kind regards
Mark D. Anderson
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*** DOWNLOAD FIREFINCH FOR FREE HERE ***
Flock to Marion passengers can download the Firefinch
Birding App for free!

Android devices click HERE
iOS devices click HERE
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A reminder that each time a newsletter goes out it will be saved to the website and copies of
these can be found under Newsletter Updates at www.birdlife.org.za/flock-to-marion-2022
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